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1. Summary of LifeBelt Iteration 1

1.1 Description
The Lifebelt concept has been proven to achieve dynamic anti-submarining with the
most unstable seats and both medium & small dummies. Lifebelt incorporates an
extra segment of belt that is continuous with the standard lap/sash and runs under
the thighs, effectively replacing anti-submarining structure in the seat. Because the
entire belt is continuous the lower (or under) lap section provides an active antisubmarining reaction force, proportional to and driven by the forces in the normal
lap and sash belts. This function is achieved without any outside triggering
features. The belt design itself can achieve anti-submarining. It looks and
feels like a conventional 3 point seatbelt thus there is no difference in application to
the end user.

1.2 Benefits

Because Lifebelt is anti-submarining:
- it can be applied in basic seating applications to provide improved occupant
protection without the need for major seat structural development and without the
addition of seat belt add-ons. (low development costs/minimum weight penalty/low
cost)
- it requires no external triggering, wiring or sensors (low development costs/low
component costs)
- it can provide freedom with seat design in applications with high performance
demand, enabling a current sophisticated seat design to be simplified and lightened
without performance loss (weight reduction/value improvement)
- it can provide a new means of changing the occupant kinematics in combination
with existing seat belt add-ons (occupant protection optimisation)
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1.3 Applications

Rear Seat
Lifebelt was initially conceived for application in the rear seat where the
addition of anti-submarining structure and pretensioners has been cost and weight
prohibitive. With Lifebelt, submarining is eliminated.
JNCAP has brought a new emphasis on rear seat safety and will likely create
demand for restraint improvements.
Lower Spec/Low Cost
In lower specification markets it is also possible to consider Lifebelt as an
alternative to pretensioning and seat structure for front seat applications and
therefore provide good safety levels at low costs.
Front Seat
During the testing phase it was seen that Lifebelt provided additional ability to
control the motion of the occupant, particularly with the use of the Lapbelt
Positioning System (LPS) (see section 4 Further Development Potential). This
creates the possibility to use Lifebelt in high specification markets as an alternative
to seat structure (mass reduction) and pretensioning (cost reduction) in
combination with Load Limiting and Airbags as would be used today.
Optimisation
With use of the LPS feature it would be possible to increase the dummy control,
compared to today’s restraint system and therefore further optimise the front seat
safety of future vehicles.
Belt in Seat
The flexible anti-submarining characteristic offered by Lifebelt may address the
increased risk of compressive spinal injury from Belt in Seat (BIS) systems and
therefore make BIS a more viable mainstream product.
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1.4 Proof

A test series report from Human Impact Engineering (HIE) provides a
quantitative analysis of the superior performance of Lifebelt Iteration 1 compared to
a standard seat belt system tested on a variety of seat structures. The report clearly
shows that the anti-submarining capability is not its only potential.

1.5 Optimisation

It should be emphasised that Lifebelt has achieved these positive results with
only limited development in a generic test format. This suggests that with
application specific development the performance can be further enhanced to
provide a combination of injury reduction, weight reduction and system
simplification.
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2. LifeBelt Iteration 1 in Rear Seat Concept

A typical application using existing seat belt anchorages.

Lifebelt Iteration 1 and frame shown as ghosted image in seat base of rear seat.
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Lifebelt Iteration 1 in rear seat concept as complete.

The Lifebelt structure and seat belt system can be built into the seat base to form part
of the base assembly. It can be supplied to OEM as a completed unit and mounted into
the vehicle using the original seat belt mounting points. This structure may replace the
wire structure in the foam base and eliminate additional seat mounting points. Note the
end bracket shown could be hidden if desired.
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3. Lifebelt Iteration 1 in exposed concept front seat base frame
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3.1 Lifebelt Iteration 1 in front seat concept complete
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4. Further Development Potential

The following photorealistic rendition show Lifebelt Iteration 1 with the Lapbelt
Positioning System (LPS). The LPS concept was tested on the buckle location with
promising improvements in chest loads (known as Iteration 2), but has not been
through a development program yet. It is possible to use this LPS concept on either
side of the lap portion (or both) to alter the occupant kinematics whilst enhancing
anti-submarining. This concept adds versatility to the occupant control and
therefore provides further potential of the Lifebelt.

Lifebelt Iteration 1 and LPS in front seat concept

LPS shown
stitched to
upper belt
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5. Patents

Lifebelt Iterations 1 & 2 is covered by Lifebelt Patent WO2007/070930. This patent
was granted in the US (Patent No 7850205) on the 14 December 2010 and is valid
until 28 May 2029. It has also been granted in Australia (Patent No 2006326919) on
23 June 2011 and is valid until 18 December 2026. It has been granted in China and
Europe. The LPS is covered by a Provisional Patent Application No 2010904595
that was lodged on 14 October 2010 and a PCT patent application number
PCT/AU2011/000372 that claims priority as of 14 October 2010. The examiner
found that all claims for the LPS are novel, having inventive step and presenting
industrial applicability.
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